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COVARIATE ASSISTED VARIABLE RANKING
By Zheng Tracy Ke∗ and Fan Yang
University of Chicago
Consider a linear model y = Xβ + z, z ∼ N(0, σ2In). The Gram
matrix Θ = 1
n
X ′X is non-sparse, but it is approximately the sum of
two components, a low-rank matrix and a sparse matrix, where nei-
ther component is known to us. We are interested in the Rare/Weak
signal setting where all but a small fraction of the entries of β are
nonzero, and the nonzero entries are relatively small individually. The
goal is to rank the variables in a way so as to maximize the area under
the ROC curve.
We propose Factor-adjusted Covariate Assisted Ranking (FA-CAR)
as a two-step approach to variable ranking. In the FA-step, we use
PCA to reduce the linear model to a new one where the Gram ma-
trix is approximately sparse. In the CAR-step, we rank variables by
exploiting the local covariate structures.
FA-CAR is easy to use and computationally fast, and it is effec-
tive in resolving signal cancellation, a challenge we face in regression
models. FA-CAR is related to the recent idea of Covariate Assisted
Screening and Estimation (CASE), but two methods are for different
goals and are thus very different.
We compare the ROC curve of FA-CAR with some other ranking
ideas on numerical experiments, and show that FA-CAR has several
advantages. Using a Rare/Weak signal model, we derive the conver-
gence rate of the minimum sure-screening model size of FA-CAR.
Our theoretical analysis contains several new ingredients, especially
a new perturbation bound for PCA.
1. Introduction. Consider the linear model in the p n setting:
(1.1) y = Xβ + z, X = [x1, · · · , xp] ∈ Rn,p, z ∼ N(0, σ2In).
We are interested in variable ranking, a problem related to variable selection
but very different. Scientific experiments are constrained by budget and
manpower, and it is often impossible to completely separate the signals from
the noise. An alternative is then to identify a few most promising variables
for follow-up lab experiments. This is where variable ranking comes in.
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2 Z. KE AND F. YANG
In this paper, we call a nonzero entry of β a “signal” and a zero entry a
“noise.” We are interested in the Rare/Weak signal regime:
• (Rare). All but a small fraction of the entries of β are nonzero.
• (Weak). Individually, the nonzero entries are relatively small.
We assume the Gram matrix Θ = (1/n)X ′X follows an approximate factor
model (Chamberlain and Rothschild, 1983; Fan, Liao and Mincheva, 2011):
(1.2) Θ =
K∑
k=1
λkvkv
′
k +G0, K  min{n, p},
where G0 is positive definite and sparse (in the sense that each row has
relatively few large entries, with all other entries relatively small), λ1, · · · , λK
are positive, and v1, · · · , vK are mutually orthogonal unit-norm vectors.
Model (1.2) is popular in finance (Connor and Korajczyk, 1993), where the
low-rank part represents a few risk factors and G0 is the covariance matrix
of the (weakly-correlated) idiosyncratic noise. It is also useful in microar-
ray analysis, where the low-rank part represents technical, environmental,
demographic, or genetic factors (Leek and Storey, 2007).
Marginal Ranking (MR) is an approach that is especially popular in ge-
nomics and genetics (Jeffery, Higgins and Culhane, 2006; Liu, Li and Wong,
2002). Recall that X = [x1, x2, . . . , xp]. The method ranks variables accord-
ing to the marginal regression coefficients |(xj , y)|/(xj , xj), 1 ≤ j ≤ p, where
(·, ·) denotes the inner product. Marginal ranking has advantages: (a) It di-
rectly provides an explicit ranking that is reasonable in many cases; (b) It is
easy-to-use and computationally fast; (c) It does not need tuning parame-
ters; (d) It has a relatively less stringent requirement on noise distributions
and provides reasonable results even when the noise distribution is unknown
or when the features/samples are correlated.
Penalized methods are well-known variable selection approaches (Tibshi-
rani, 1996; Fan and Li, 2001; Zou, 2006). However, compared to MR, penal-
ization approaches are different in all the above aspects: (a) Variable selec-
tion and variable ranking are two different goals, and penalization methods
do not automatically provide an explicit ranking; (b) They are computation-
ally slower, especially when (n, p) are large; (c) They usually require tuning;
(d) They require more stringent conditions on the noise distribution; partic-
ularly, their behavior deteriorates when the noise distribution is misspecified
(Wu and Wu, 2016).
Our goal is to improve MR so that it works well in our setting. Despite
many good aspects of MR, we recognize that it faces two challenges:
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• The K factors in Θ may have a dominant effect, and the ranking by
MR is only reasonable when these factors are removed.
• MR faces the so-called challenge of “signal cancellation” (Wasserman
and Roeder, 2009).
Note that
E[(xj , y)/(xj , xj)] = (xj , xj)
−1 ∑
k:βk 6=0
(xj , xk)βk.
“Signal cancellation” means that due to correlations among xj ’s, signals may
have a mutual canceling effects, and variable j may receive a relatively low
ranking even when βj is top-ranked among β1, β2, . . . , βp.
To overcome the challenges, we propose FA-CAR as a two-stage ranking
method. FA-CAR contains a Factor-Adjusting (FA) step, where we use PCA
for factor removal and reduce the linear model to a new one where the Gram
matrix is sparse. In the Covariate-Assisted Ranking (CAR) step, we rank
variables using covariate structures. We recognize that “signal cancellation”
is only severe when the predictors are heavily correlated, and so by exploiting
the covariate structures, we can significantly alleviate the canceling effects.
Our major contributions are
• (A new ranking method). FA-CAR is easy to use and computationally
fast, and it is effective in resolving “signal cancellation.” The numerical
comparison of ROC curves shows that our method has advantages over
some existing ranking methods.
• (Rate of convergence). Using a Rare/Weak signal model, we derive
the convergence rate of the minimum sure-screening model size of FA-
CAR. The advantage of FA-CAR is validated by the theoretical results.
• (New technical tools). In our analysis, we develop some new technical
tools. Particularly, the FA step requires sharp perturbation analysis of
PCA (Section 2.3), which is new to the best of our knowledge.
• (Extensions to GLM). We extend FA-CAR to a variable ranking method
for generalized linear models (GLM).
1.1. Two illustrating examples. It is instructive to use two simple exam-
ples to illustrate why FA and CAR are useful.
Example 1 (One-factor design). Consider a case where the Gram matrix
Θ = Ip + ωpξξ
′, ωp > 0 is a parameter,
where ξ = η/‖η‖ with η ∼ N(0, In) and σ2 = 0 so there is no noise. We
assume β has s nonzeros and each nonzero equals to τ (τ > 0). Even in this
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simple setting, many methods do not perform well. Take MR for example.
As long as wp  p, we have n−1(xj , xj) ≈ 1 and
|(xj , y)|/(xj , xj) ∼ |ωp · (ξ, β)ξj + βj |.
Since |(ξ, β)ξj | = Op(τ
√
s/p), whenever wp
√
s/p 1, the factor has a non-
negligible effect: the ranking depends more on ξ instead of β, and many
signal variables may receive lower rankings than the noise variables.
Seemingly, the problem can be fixed if we use a factor removal step. Con-
sider the Singular Vector Decomposition (SVD) of the design matrix X:
X =
n∑
k=1
λkukv
′
k ≡ λ1u1v′1 + X˜, where v1 = ξ and X˜ =
n∑
k=2
λkukv
′
k.
We have two ways to remove the factor ξ: one is to project the columns of X
using the projection matrix Hu = In− u1u′1, and the other one is to project
the rows of X using the projection matrix Hv = Ip − v1v′1. However, while
both projections produce the same matrix:
X˜ = HuX = XHv,
only the first one reduces Model (1.1) to a new linear model with the same
vector β. In particular, letting y˜ = Huy and ˜ = Hu, we have
y˜ = X˜β + z˜, where z˜ ∼ N(0, σ2Hu) and n−1X˜ ′X˜ = Hv = Ip − ξξ′.
Similarly, if we write X˜ = [x˜1, x˜2, . . . , x˜p] and apply MR, then n
−1(x˜j , x˜j) ≈
1 and
|(y˜, x˜j)|/(x˜j , x˜j) ∼ |(ξ, β)ξj + βj |,
where |(ξ, β)ξj | = Op(τ
√
s/p) and has a negligible effect on the ranking. We
therefore have a successful ranking scheme if we first remove the factor and
then apply MR (in this simple setting, the sparse component G0 in Θ is
diagonal). This is the basic idea of the FA step, which can be conveniently
extended to cases where we have more than 1 factors.
Example 2. (Block-wise diagonal design). Suppose p is even and Θ is
block-wise diagonal, where each diagonal block takes the form of(
1 h
h 1
)
, h ∈ (−1, 1) is a parameter.
The parameter σ2 = 0 so there is no noise. The vector β only has three
nonzeros (but we don’t know either the number of signals, or the locations
or strengths of them):
β1 = τ, β2 = β3 = aτ, where τ > 0 and a ∈ R.
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In this simple setting, even there is no factors in Θ, MR still does not perform
well. For example, by direct calculations,
β2 = aτ, β4 = 0, |(x2, y)|/(x2, x2) = |a−h|τ, |(x4, y)|/(x4, x4) = |ah|τ.
Therefore, we may face severe signal cancellation at location 2, and variable
2 (a signal variable) is ranked under variable 4 (a noise variable) when
|ah| > |a− h|.
We recognize that this problem can be resolved by exploiting local covari-
ate structures. For each variable j, let
Aj = {I1, I2}, I1 = {j}, I2 = {j, j + 1} for j odd and I2 = {j − 1, j} for j even.
Each element I ∈ Aj is called a “neighborhood” of j. For each I ∈ Aj , we
measure the “significance” of variable j in I by
Tj|I = ‖PIy‖2 − ‖PI\{j}y‖2,
where PI is the projection from Rn to the space spanned by {xj , j ∈ I}. Ne-
glecting the influence of all variables outside the set I, Tj|I is the likelihood
ratio for testing whether supp(β) = I or supp(β) = I \ {j}. Take an odd j
for example, where I1 = {j} and I2 = {j, j + 1}. By direct calculations,
Tj|I1 = n(βj + hβj+1)
2, Tj|I2 = n(1− h2)β2j .
When both variables j and (j+1) are signals, signal cancellation only affects
Tj|I1 but not Tj|I2 , so the latter is preferred. When variable j is a signal and
variable (j + 1) is a noise, signal cancellation affects neither of them; since
Tj|I1 = nβ
2
j ≥ Tj|I2 in this case, Tj|I1 is preferred. This motivates us to
assess the significance of variable j by combining these scores:
T ∗j = max
{
Tj|I : I ∈ Aj
}
.
In the above example,
T ∗2 = nmax
{
a2(1− h2), (a− h)2}τ2, T ∗4 = n(ah)2τ2,
and variables 2 and 4 are ranked correctly as long as |h| < 1/√2 ≈ 0.7.
In more general cases, we use Θ to construct a graph and let a “neigh-
borhood” of j be a connected subgraph that contains j, and the above idea
can thus be conveniently extended. This is the main idea of the CAR step.
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Remark. It is possible to measure the significance differently by adding
a cleaning step as in Ke, Jin and Fan (2014), and hopefully we can evaluate
variable 4 with a score of 0. However, cleaning usually requires a few tuning
parameters, which is the first thing we wish to avoid in variable ranking.
Remark. It is also possible to use the coefficients of a penalized-regression
estimator (e.g., the lasso) for ranking. Such estimators still require a critical
tuning parameter that we wish to avoid. Additionally, when noise presents
(σ2 6= 0), these methods are less effective than screening methods for the
blockwise-diagonal design; see Jin, Zhang and Zhang (2014) and Section 1.4.
1.2. Factor-adjusted Covariate Assisted Ranking (FA-CAR). We extend
the intuition gained in illustrating examples and develop a ranking method
that works for a general design from Model (1.2). The method consists of a
Factor-Adjusting (FA) step and a Covariate Assisted Ranking (CAR) step.
In the FA step, let X =
∑n
k=1 σˆkuˆkvˆ
′
k be the SVD of X, where σˆ1 ≥ σˆ2 ≥
· · · ≥ σˆn > 0 are the singular values, and uˆk ∈ Rn and vˆk ∈ Rp are the k-th
(unit-norm) left and right singular vectors, respectively. Introduce
(1.3) y˜ = y −
K∑
k=1
(uˆ′ky)uˆk, X˜ = X −
K∑
k=1
σˆkuˆkvˆ
′
k.
If we consider the two projection matrices Hu = In −
∑K
k=1 uˆkuˆ
′
k and Hv =
Ip−
∑K
k=1 vˆkvˆ
′
k, then it follows from elementary linear algebra that y˜ = Huy,
X˜ = HuX = XHv, and (1/n)X˜
′X˜ = HvΘHv. As a result,
(1.4)
y˜ = X˜β + z˜, where z˜ ∼ N(0, σ2Hu) and n−1X˜ ′X˜ = Θ−
K∑
k=1
(σˆ2k/n)vˆkvˆ
′
k.
This gives a new linear model with the same β but a different Gram matrix.
Note that (σˆ2k/n) and vˆk are the k-th eigenvalue and eigenvector of Θ, re-
spectively. In Model (1.2), the component G0 is a sparse matrix. Therefore,
the leading eigenvalues (eigenvectors) of Θ are approximately equal to the
leading eigenvalues (eigenvectors) of (Θ−G0), i.e., (σˆ2k/n) ≈ λk and vˆk ≈ vk
for 1 ≤ k ≤ K. We thus have
(1/n)X˜ ′X˜ ≈ Θ−
K∑
k=1
λkvkv
′
k = G0.
So the Gram matrix for Model (1.4) is sparse.
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In the CAR step, we focus on Model (1.4). Write X˜ = [x˜1, . . . , x˜p] and
G = (1/n)X˜ ′X˜. Given a threshold δ ∈ (0, 1), let Gδ be the graph with nodes
{1, 2, . . . , n} such that nodes i and j are connected by an undirected edge if
(1.5) |G(i, j)|/
√
G(i, i)G(j, j) > δ, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ p.
For each variable j, any connected subgraph I of Gδ that contains j is called
a “neighborhood” of j. Consider a collection of such local “neighborhoods”
(1.6) Aδ,j(m) =
{I is a connected subgraph of Gδ : j ∈ I, |I| ≤ m},
where m ≥ 1 is an integer that controls the maximum size of selected neigh-
borhoods. For I ∈ Aδ,j(m), we measure the “significance” of variable j in I
by
(1.7) Tj|I = ‖PI y˜‖2 − ‖PI\{j}y˜‖2,
where PI y˜ is the projection of y˜ onto the space spanned by {x˜j : j ∈ I}. We
then measure the “significance” of variable j by combining these scores:
(1.8) T ∗j = max
{
Tj|I : I ∈ Aδ,j(m)
}
.
The scores T ∗1 , T ∗2 , . . . , T ∗p are used to rank variables.
FA-CAR has tuning parameters (m,K, δ), but the ideal choice of tuning
parameters is insensitive to the unknown β (it mainly depends on the design
X). Therefore, tuning here is not as critical as it is for variable selection. In
practice, we recommend using m = 2 and δ = 0.5 and choosing K as the
elbow point in the scree plot of the Gram matrix Θ (see Section 3).
The computational cost of our method comes from two parts: the SVD on
X and the CAR step. SVD is a rather manageable algorithm even for large
matrices (Halko, Martinsson and Tropp, 2011). The computational cost of
the CAR step is determined by the total number of subsets in the collection
Aδ(m) ≡ ∪pj=1Aδ,j(m). By graph theory (Frieze and Molloy, 1999),
|Aδ(m)| ≤ pm(2.72dp)m, dp: maximum node degree.
Since G ≈ G0 is sparse, dp grows slowly with p. So the computational cost
of the CAR step is only moderately larger than that of MR.
Our method can also be conveniently extended to generalized linear mod-
els (GLM), which we discuss in Section 4.
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Fig 1. Left two panels: the Gram matrix before and after Factor Adjusting (for presentation
purpose, both matrices have been normalized so that the diagonals are 1; only the upper left
100× 100 block is displayed). Right panel: Boxplots of the off-diagonal entries (in absolute
value) of two Gram matrices.
1.3. Application to a microarray dataset. We investigate the performance
of our method using a gene microarray dataset (Nayak et al., 2009). It con-
tains the gene expressions of human immortalized B cells for p = 4238 genes
and n = 148 subjects (CEPH-Utah subpopulation). We use this n× p data
matrix as the design. Figure 1 compares the two respective Gram matrices
for Model (1.1) and Model (1.4), and it shows that the Gram matrix for
Model (1.4) is much sparser. This suggests that our assumption (1.2) fits
the data well and that the FA step is effective in removing the factors.
We then compare our method with three other ranking methods on syn-
thetic experiments. MR uses marginal correlation coefficients to rank vari-
ables. HOLP (Wang and Leng, 2015) and RRCS (Li et al., 2012) are variants
of MR: HOLP uses the absolute coordinates of X ′(XX ′)−1y to rank vari-
ables, and RRSC uses the Kendall’s τ marginal correlation coefficients. We
measure the ranking performance using the Receiver Operating Character-
istic (ROC) curve: Given the rank of variables, the ROC curve is obtained
by successively retaining more variables.
In our experiment, fixing parameters (η, s), we first generate β by drawing
its first s coordinates iid from N(0, η2) and setting the other coordinates to
be 0 and then generate y using Model (1.1) with σ = 1. Here, (η, s) control
the signal strength and signal sparsity, respectively. For each method, we
report the average ROC curves over 200 repetitions; the results are displayed
in Figure 2. When s = 50, FA-CAR always yields the best performance, and
it is especially advantageous when η is small (i.e., the signals are “weak”).
When s = 10, FA-CAR performs reasonably well, and it is better than
MR. It is a little worse than HOLP and RRSC, but these two methods are
unsatisfactory in the other settings. In terms of the overall performance, we
conclude that FA-CAR is the best among the four methods.
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Fig 2. The ROC. Design: gene-microarray. The curves are averaged over 200 repetitions.
1.4. Comparison of the sure-screening model size. We use the blockwise-
diagonal example in Section 1.1 to demonstrate the advantage of exploiting
local covariate structures for ranking. We use the sure-screening model size
as the loss function, which is the minimum number of top-ranked variables
one needs to select such that all signals are retained (then, all signal variables
will be included in the follow-up lab experiments, say).
We adopt a Rare/Weak (RW) signal model, which has been used a lot in
the literature (Donoho and Jin, 2004; Ji and Jin, 2012). Fixing ϑ ∈ (0, 1)
and r > 0, we assume the vector β is generated from (νa: a point mass at a)
(1.9) βj
iid∼ (1− p)ν0 + p
2
ντp +
p
2
ν−τp , p = p
−ϑ, τp = σ
√
2r log(p)/n.
Under (1.9), the total number of signals is approximately sp ≡ p1−ϑ; as p
grows, the signals become increasingly sparser. The two parameters (ϑ, r)
characterize the signal rareness and signal weakness, respectively. For any
threshold t > 0, let FNp(t) =
∑p
j=1 P(βj 6= 0, T ∗j ≤ t) and FPp(t) =∑p
j=1 P(βj = 0, T ∗j > t) be the expected number of false negative and false
positives, respectively. Define the sure-screening model size as
SS∗p(ϑ, r, h) = sp + min
t:FNp(t)<1
FPp(t).
For the blockwise diagonal design, the Gram matrix is already sparse, so
the FA step is not needed. We compare CAR with two other ideas, MR and
LSR, where LSR simultaneously runs least-squares on each pair of variables
{2j − 1, 2j} for j = 1, 2, . . . , p/2 and uses these least-squares coefficients
to rank variables. We note that the least-squares estimator coincides with
the recent de-biased lasso estimator (Zhang and Zhang, 2014; van de Geer
et al., 2014) in this design. The following lemma shows that the convergence
rate of SS∗p(ϑ, r, h) for CAR is always no slower than those of the other two
methods.
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Lemma 1 (Sure-screening model size). Consider Model (1.1) with the
blockwise-diagonal design as in Section 1.1, where the RW model (1.9) holds.
Let Lp denote a generic multi-log(p) term such that Lpp
−δ → 0 and Lppδ →
∞ for all δ > 0. Given any (ϑ, r, h) ∈ (0, 1)×(0,∞)×(−1, 1), for each of the
three methods, there is a constant η∗(ϑ, r, h) ∈ [0, 1] such that SS∗p(ϑ, r, h) =
Lpp
η∗(ϑ,r,h). Furthermore, for all (ϑ, r, h),
η∗CAR(ϑ, r, h) ≤ min
{
η∗MR(ϑ, r, h), η
∗
LSR(ϑ, r, h)
}
.
The explicit expression of η∗(ϑ, r, h) for all three methods can be found in
Lemma 6. Using the results there, we can find settings where the convergence
rate of CAR is strictly faster; see Table 1.
Table 1
The exponent η∗(ϑ, r, h) for the blockwise-diagonal design.
(ϑ, r, |h|) (.8, 1.5, .4) (.5, 2, .8) (.3, 2, .2)
CAR .395 .500 .700
MR .395 .920 .751
LSR .543 .980 .700
Remark. One might wonder why LSR is not the best method for ranking.
This is a consequence of signal sparsity. When the signals are sparse, most
of the 2-by-2 blocks that contain signals have exactly one signal, so the least
squares estimator is less efficient than the marginal estimator for estimating
a signal βj .
1.5. Connections. Our method is related to the recent ideas of Graphlet
Screening (GS) (Jin, Zhang and Zhang, 2014) and Covariate Assisted Screen-
ing and Estimation (CASE) (Ke, Jin and Fan, 2014). These methods also use
Θ to construct a graph and use local graphical structures to improve infer-
ence. However, our settings and goals are very different, and our method/theory
can not be deduced from previous works: (a) GS and CASE are for variable
selection and it is unclear how to use them for variable ranking. (b) GS and
CASE have more stringent assumptions on the Gram matrix and do not
work for the general designs considered in this paper.
Our FA step is related to the idea of using PCA to remove factor structures
in multiple testing (Fan, Han and Gu, 2012) and covariance estimation (Fan,
Liao and Mincheva, 2013), but our FA step is designed for linear models and
is thus very different. Wang (2012) used PCA to improve marginal screening,
which is similar to our FA step; however, their PCA approach is only justified
for a random design that comes from an exact factor model, and their theory
is insufficient for justifying our FA step.
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Our work is related to the literatures on ranking differently expressed
genes (Chen et al., 2007). Common gene-ranking approaches (e.g., p-value,
fold-change) are connected to the idea of Marginal Ranking. The key idea of
our method is to exploit correlation structures among variables to improve
MR, and an extension of our method (Section 4) can be potentially used for
gene-ranking. On a high level, our work is also related to feature ranking
problem in machine learning (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003), but most methods
in these literatures (e.g., wrappers, filters) are algorithm-based and are not
designed specifically for linear models.
1.6. Content and notations. The remaining of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 contains asymptotic analysis, and Section 3 contains nu-
merical results. Section 4 provides an extension to generalized linear models.
The discussions are in Section 5. Proofs are relegated to Section 6.
Throughout this paper, For positive sequences {an}∞n=1 and {bn}∞n=1,
we write an = o(bn), an = O(bn) and an . bn, if limn→∞(an/bn) = 0,
lim supn→∞(an/bn) < ∞, max{an − bn, 0} = o(1), respectively. Given 0 ≤
q ≤ ∞, for any vector x, ‖x‖q denotes the Lq-norm of x; for any m × n
matrix A, ‖A‖q denotes the matrix Lq-norm of A; when q = 2, it coincides
with the the spectral norm, and we omit the subscript q. ‖A‖F denotes the
Frobenius norm and ‖A‖max denotes the entrywise max norm. When A is
symmetric, λmax(A) and λmin(A) denote the maximum and minimum eigen-
values, respectively. For two sets I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . ,m} and J ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n},
AI,J denotes the submatrix of A formed by restricting the rows and columns
of A to sets I and J . For a vector x ∈ Rp and set I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , p}, xI de-
notes the sub-vector of x formed by restricting coordinates to set I.
2. Asymptotic analysis. We describe the asymptotic settings in Sec-
tion 2.1 and present the main results in Section 2.2; our main results contain
the rate of convergence of the sure-screening model size. Section 2.3 contains
some new perturbation bounds for PCA; they are the key for studying Factor
Adjusting and are also useful technical tools for other problems. Section 2.4
contains the proof of the main result.
2.1. Assumptions. We assume Θ has unit diagonals without loss of gen-
erality. Let S be the support of β and let sp = |S|. We assume
(2.1) log(p)/n→ 0, sp ≤ p1−ϑ for some ϑ ∈ (0, 1).
Under (2.1), it is known that n−1/2
√
log(p) is the minimax order of signal
strength for successful variable selection (Ji and Jin, 2012). We focus on the
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most subtle region that nonzero βj ’s are constant multiples of n
−1/2√log(p).
Fixing a constant r > 0 that calibrates the signal strength and a constant
a > 0, we assume for any j ∈ S,
(2.2) τp ≤ |βj | ≤ aτp, where τp = n−1/2σ
√
2r log(p).
Model (2.1)-(2.2) is a non-stochastic version of the Rare/Weak signal model
in the literatures (Jin and Ke, 2016).
The Gram matrix Θ satisfies model (1.2). For any integer 1 ≤ m ≤ p and
matrix Ω ∈ Rp,p, define ν∗m(Ω) as the minimum possible eigenvalue of any
m×m principal submatrix of Ω. Fixing γ ∈ (0, 1), c0, C0 > 0 and an integer
g ≥ 1, we introduce a class of sparse covariance matrices:
Mp(g, γ, c0, C0) =
{
Ω ∈ Rp,p is p.s.d. : ν∗g (Ω) ≥ c0, max
1≤i≤p
p∑
j=1
|Ω(i, j)|γ ≤ C0
}
.
Recall that G0 is the sparse component in Model (1.2). We assume
(2.3) G0 ∈Mp(g, γ, c0, C0), λ1 ≤ c1λK , λK/max{sp, log(p)} → ∞,
where c1 > 0 is a constant. Fixing a constant b > 0, let Gδ0 be the undirected
graph whose nodes are {1, · · · , p} and there is an edge between nodes i and
j if and only if
|G0(i, j)|/
√
G0(i, i)G0(j, j) > δp, where δp = b/ log(p).
This graph can be viewed as the “oracle” graph, and the graph Gδ used in
our method is an approximation to Gδ0 . Let Gδ0,S be the induced graph by
restricting nodes to S. We assume that for a positive integer `0 ≤ g,
(2.4) each component of Gδ0,S consists of ≤ `0 nodes.1
This is an assumption on the correlation structures among signal variables. It
implies that the signal variables divide into many groups, each consisting of
≤ `0 variables, such that signals in distinct groups are only weakly correlated
after the factors are removed.
FA-CAR has tuning parameters (K,m, δ). We choose K adaptively by
(2.5) K = Kˆp = max
{
1 ≤ k ≤ n : σˆ2k > n log(p)
}
,
where σˆk is the k-th leading singular value of X. We choose (m, δ) such that,
for some constant C > 0,
(2.6) `0 ≤ m ≤ g, 1.01δp ≤ δ ≤ Cδp,
where δp = b/ log(p), g and `0 are defined in (2.3) and (2.4) respectively.
1A component is a subgraph in which any two nodes are connected to each other by a
path, and which is connected to no additional nodes in the graph.
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2.2. Main result: Sure-screening model size. Given the scores T ∗1 , . . . , T ∗p ,
if we threshold them by
(2.7) tp(q) = 2qσ
2 log(p), q > 0 is a constant,
the set of retained variables is Sˆ(q) = Sˆp(q;X, y) = {1 ≤ j ≤ p : T ∗j > tp(q)}.
Recall that S is the support of β and sp = |S|. The (asymptotic) sure-
screening model size is defined as
(2.8)
SS∗p(ϑ, r;X,β) = sp+ min
{
E(|Sˆ(q)\S|) : q satisfies lim
p→∞E(|S \ Sˆ(q)|) = 0
}
.
To describe the asymptotic behavior of SS∗p , we introduce the quantities
ωj(r,m), 1 ≤ j ≤ p, where r calibrates the signal strength and m ≥ 1 is
a parameter in FA-CAR. By assumption (2.4), the set of signal variables S
has the decomposition S = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ . . . ∪ IM , where nodes in each Ik form
a component of Gδ0,S and max1≤k≤M |Ik| ≤ `0. Fix j. There exists a unique
Ik which contains j. For any I ⊂ Ik, let N = I \ {j}, F = Ik \ I, and
A0j|I = G
j,j
0 −Gj,N0 (GN,N0 )−1GN,j0 . Define
(2.9)
ωj|I(r;G0, β, δp) =
nA0j|I
2σ2 log(p)
{
βj + (A
0
j|I)
−1[Gj,F0 −Gj,N0 (GN,N0 )−1GN,F0 ]βF
}2
.
For each m ≥ 1, define
(2.10) ωj(r,m;G0, β, δp) = max
{
ωj|I(r;G0, β, δp) : I ∈ Aδ,j(m), I ⊂ Ik
}
.
We notice that ωj(r,m) is a monotone increasing function of m. The follow-
ing definition is useful:
Definition 1. Lp, as a positive sequence indexed by p, is called a multi-
log(p) term if for any fixed c > 0, Lpp
c →∞ and Lpp−c → 0 as p→∞.
The following theorem gives an upper bound for rate of convergence
Theorem 1 (Sure-screening model size). Under Model (1.1)-(1.2), sup-
pose (2.1)-(2.4) hold for fixed (ϑ, r, g, `0, γ, c0, C0, c1, a, b) such that g ≥ `0,
and suppose the tuning parameters (K,m, δ) satisfy (2.5)-(2.6). Define the
constant
q∗(ϑ, r,m;G0, β, δp) = inf
q ≥ 0 : limp→∞ log
(∑
j∈S p
−[(
√
ωj(r,m)−√q)+]2
)
log(p)
> 0
 .
Then, as p→∞,
SS∗p(ϑ, r;X,β) ≤ Lpp1−min{ϑ, q
∗(ϑ,r,m)}.
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We use Theorem 1 to draw some conclusions. First, we introduce a lower
bound for the quantities ωj(r,m). Fix j and let Ik be the component of Gδ0,S
that contains j. Write N = Ik \ {j} and A0j|Ik = G
j,j
0 −Gj,N0 (GN,N0 )−1GN,j0 .
Define
(2.11) ω∗j (r;G0, β, δp) =
nA0j|Ik
2σ2 log(p)
β2j .
This quantity depends on β only through βj , so there should be no “signal
cancellation” involved in our method, as justified in the following corollary.
Corollary 1 (No signal cancellation). Suppose the conditions of The-
orem 1 hold. Let c0 be the same as that in (2.3). Then,
SS∗p(ϑ, r;X,β) ≤ Lpp1−min{ϑ, [(
√
c0r−
√
1−ϑ)+]2}.
As a result, as long as r is properly large, SS∗p ≤ Lpsp.
Due to signal cancellation, no matter how large r is, there still exist choices
of the signs and locations of nonzero βj ’s such that MR ranks some signal
variables strictly lower than many noise variables and that SS∗p  Lpsp. In
contrast, Corollary 1 demonstrates that FA-CAR successfully overcomes the
“signal cancellation” issue.
Next, we compare FA-CAR with an alternative approach which applies
MR after the FA step.2
Corollary 2 (Advantage over FA-MR). Suppose the conditions of The-
orem 1 hold. Let S˜S
∗
p(ϑ, r;X,β) be the sure-screening model size for FA-MR.
Then,
SS∗p(ϑ, r;X,β) ≤ Lp · S˜S
∗
p(ϑ, r;X,β).
Corollary 2 demonstrates that FA-CAR is always no worse than FA-MR.
Additionally, we have seen examples in Section 1.4 where FA-CAR is strictly
better. This justifies the need of exploiting local covariate structures.
2.3. Perturbation bounds for PCA. The success of the FA step relies on
a tight bound for ‖G−G0‖max. To bound this quantity, we need develop to
new perturbation results for PCA. We can rewrite
G−G0 =
K∑
k=1
(σˆ2k/n)vˆkvˆ
′
k −
K∑
k=1
λkvkv
′
k,
2Since the Gram matrix for Model (1.4) has unequal diagonals, we first normalize the
columns of X˜ to have the same `2-norm and then apply MR.
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where vk and vˆk are the k-th eigenvector of (Θ−G0) and G0, respectively. In
the simplest case of K = 1, the problem reduces to deriving a sharp bound
for ‖vˆ1−v1‖∞. Unfortunately, the standard tool of sine-theta theorem (Davis
and Kahan, 1970) only yields a bound for ‖vˆ1−v1‖, which is often too loose
if used as a bound for ‖vˆ1 − v1‖∞. We need the following lemma:
Lemma 2 (Perturbation of leading eigenvector). Consider Θ = λ1v1v
′
1+
G0, where λ1 > 0, ‖v1‖ = 1, and G0 ∈ Rp,p is symmetric. Let vˆ1 be the
leading eigenvector of Θ. If 3‖G0‖∞ ≤ λ1, then
min{‖vˆ1 − v1‖∞, ‖vˆ1 + v1‖∞} ≤ 12λ−11 ‖G0‖∞‖v1‖∞.
We compare it with the sine-theta theorem, which gives that min{‖vˆ1 −
v1‖∞, ‖vˆ1+v1‖∞} ≤ min{‖vˆ1−v1‖, ‖vˆ1+v1‖} ≤ Cλ−11 ‖G0‖. Consider a case
where each row ofG0 has at most dp nonzero entries. Since ‖G0‖∞ ≤ dp‖G0‖.
‖v1‖∞, our bound is sharper if dp‖v1‖∞ = o(1).
For the case K > 1, the eigenvectors are generally not unique (unless all
the eigenvalues are distinct from each other). It makes more sense to bound
‖∑Kk=1 vˆkvˆ′k −∑Kk=1 vkv′k‖max. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let Θ =
∑K
k=1 λkvkv
′
k +G0, where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · ·λK > 0,
v1, · · · , vK ∈ Rp are unit-norm, mutually orthogonal vectors, and G0 ∈ Rp,p
is symmetric. For 1 ≤ k ≤ K, let (λˆk, vˆk) be the k-th leading eigenvalue and
associated eigenvector of Θ. Write V = [v1, · · · , vK ], Vˆ = [vˆ1, · · · , vˆK ] and
G = Θ−∑Kk=1 λˆkvˆkvˆ′k. If λK > C1‖G0‖∞ for some constant C1 > 2, then
‖V V ′ − Vˆ Vˆ ′‖max ≤ C2(λ1/λK)2 · λ−1K ‖G0‖∞ · max1≤k≤K ‖vk‖
2
∞,
and
‖G−G0‖max ≤ C ′2(λ1/λK)2 · ‖G0‖∞ · max
1≤k≤K
‖vk‖2∞,
where C2, C
′
2 > 0 are constants that only depend on (C1,K).
The proof of Lemma 2 uses a similar approach as the proof of Lemma 3.1
in Jin, Ke and Wang (2016). The proof of Theorem 2 is new and highly non-
trivial since we do not assume any gap between λ1, . . . , λK . That it requires
no eigen-gaps makes this result very different from other recent perturbation
results (e.g., Ke and Wang (2017)).
2.4. Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that G = (1/n)X˜ ′X˜ is the Gram matrix
of Model (1.4). Using the results in Section 2.3, we can show that G is entry-
wise close to G0:
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Lemma 3. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Then, ‖G−G0‖max =
o(δp) and sp‖G−G0‖max = o(1).
The key of the proof is to study the distribution of Tj|I , for each j ∈ S
and I ∈ Aδ,j(m). The following lemma is proved in Section 6.
Lemma 4. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Fix j ∈ S and let
I(j) be the unique component of Gδ0,S that contains j. For any I ⊂ I(j) ∩GδS
that contains j,
Tj|I = (W+∆)2, W ∼ N
(√
2ωj|I(r)σ2 log(p), σ2
)
, |∆| = oP
(√
log(p)
)
,
where ωj|I(r) is the same as that in Section 2.2.
The proof of Lemma 4 is lengthy, and we provide some illustration. For
simplicity, we only consider a special case where I is exactly the component
of GδS that contains j. By definition and elementary calculations (see (A.3)),
(2.12)
Tj|I = n−1(ηI)′
(
(GI,I)−1 −
[
(GN,N )−1 0
0 0
])
ηI , η = X˜ ′y˜, N = I \ {j},
Since η ∼ N (nGβ, σ2nG), we have
n−1E[ηI ] = (Gβ)I = GI,IβI +GI,I
c
0 β
Ic + (G−G0)I,IcβIc .
It can be proved that the third term is negligible as a result of Lemma 3 and
the second term is negligible due to the sparsity of G0 and the definition of
the graph Gδ. It follows that E[ηI ] ≈ nGI,IβI . We plug it into (2.12) and
find that
Tj|I ≈ n(βI)′
[
(GI,I)−1 −GI,N (GN,N )−1GN,I]βI = nAj|Iβ2j ,
where Aj|I = Gj,j−Gj,N (GN,N )−1GN,j is a counterpart of A0j|Ik in (2.11) and
the last equality is a result of the matrix inverse formula in linear algebra.
It remains to characterize the difference between Aj|I and A0j|Ik ; recall that
Ik is the unique component of Gδ0,S that contains j. Using Lemma 3, we can
prove that, if we restrict Gδ0,S to Ik, it splits into a few components and one
component is exactly I. Such an observation allows us to show that
Aj|I = A0j|Ik [1 + o(1)].
The proof of Lemma 4 follows a similar idea as the above derivation but is
much more complicated.
Once we have the distribution of Tj|I , we can quantify the type I and type
II errors associated with any threshold tp(q).
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Lemma 5 (Type I and Type II errors). Suppose the conditions of The-
orem 1 hold. Consider Sˆ(q), the set of selected variables associated with the
threshold tp(q) as in (2.7). Then,
E(|S\Sˆ(q)|) ≤ Lp
∑
j∈S
p−[(
√
ωj(r,m)−√q)+]2 ,
and
E(|Sˆ(q)\S|) ≤ Csp[log(p)]γm + Lpp1−q.
where ωj(r,m) is as in (2.10) and γ is the same as that in Mp(g, γ, c0, C0).
We now derive the upper bound for SS∗p(ϑ, r;X,β). By Lemma 5 and the
definition of q∗(ϑ, r,m), for any q < q∗(ϑ, r,m), there is an  > 0 such that
E(|S\Sˆ(q)|) ≤ Lpp− → 0, for all sufficiently large p.
As a result, for any q < q∗(ϑ, r,m),
SS∗p(ϑ, r;X,β) ≤ sp + E(|Sˆ(q)\S|) ≤ Lpp1−min{ϑ,q}.
Taking the limit of q → q∗(ϑ, r,m) gives the claim of Theorem 1.
3. Simulations. We investigate the performance of FA-CAR in simula-
tions. In all experiments below, given a covariance matrix Σ ∈ Rp,p, the rows
of X are independently sampled from N (0,Σ). We consider four different
types of designs where the corresponding Σ is:
• Tridiagonal. Σ(j, j) = 1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ p, and Σ(i, j) = ρ·1{|i−j| = 1}
for any 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ p. We set ρ = 0.5.
• Autoregressive. Σ(i, j) = ρ|i−j| for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p. We set ρ = 0.6.
• Equal correlation. Σ(j, j) = 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ p, and Σ(i, j) = ρ for
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ p. We set ρ = 0.6.
• Two factors. Σ = ρ2a1a′1 + ρ2a2a′2 + (1− ρ)Σ1, where a1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1)′,
a2 = (1,−1, 1,−1, . . . , 1,−1)′ and Σ1 is an autoregressive covariance
matrix, i.e., Σ1(i, j) = ρ
|i−j|
1 . We set ρ = 0.5 and ρ1 = 0.6.
Fixing (n, p, η, s), we generate β as follows: The first s coordinates of β are
independently sampled from N (0, η2), the other coordinates all equal to 0.
We then generate y using Model (1.1) with σ2 = 1.
Our method has three tuning parameters (K, δ,m). In Experiments 1-2,
we set m = 2 and δ = 0.5, and use the ideal choice of K, that is, K = 0, 0, 1, 2
for the above four types of designs. In Experiment 3, we investigate the
sensitivity of our method to tuning parameters.
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Fig 3. ROC curves in Experiment 1. (n, p, η, s) = (200, 1000, 3, 20).
Experiment 1: Comparison of ROC curves. We compare the ROC curves
of our method and three other methods: (1) Marginal Ranking (MR) (Fan
and Lv, 2008), (2) HOLP (Wang and Leng, 2015), which uses the coordi-
nates of X ′(XX ′)−1y for ranking, and (3) RRCS (Li et al., 2012) which uses
the marginal Kendall’s τ correlation coefficients for ranking. Fix (n, p, η, s) =
(200, 1000, 3, 20). For each of the four design types, we generate 200 datasets
and output the average ROC curves of these 200 repetitions. The results are
displayed in Figure 3. For the tridiagonal, autoregressive, and two-factor de-
signs, our method significantly outperforms the other methods. For the equal
correlation design, our method significantly outperforms MR and RRCS and
is similar to HOLP.
Experiment 2: Various (n, p, η, s). We consider four choices of (n, p, η, s),
for each of the four types of designs. There are 16 different settings in total.
We measure the performance of different methods using several criteria: (a)
Sure screening probability (SP): the probability that all the signal variables
are selected when retaining n variables in total. (b) Type II: the number of
type II errors when retaining n variables in total. (c) Sure screening model
size (Size): the minimum number L such that all signal variables are selected
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when retaining L variables in total. The results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Results of Experiment 2. For Type II, we report the mean over 200 repetitions, and for
Size, we report the median over 200 repetitions.
Designs Setting: (n, p, η, s) Measure
Method
FA-CAR MR HOLP RRCS
Tridiag.
(200,1000,3,5)
SP/Type II 0.91/0.11 0.45/0.64 0.51/0.58 0.45/0.65
Size 6 246 195 247
(200,1000,3,20)
SP/Type II 0.11/2.45 0.01/5.19 0.01/4.49 0.01/5.47
Size 518.5 865.5 861 874.5
(200,1000,0.5,5)
SP/Type II 0.73/0.35 0.38/0.86 0.36/0.94 0.35/0.95
Size 39.5 336.5 384.5 382
(200,5000,0.5,5)
SP/Type II 0.57/0.66 0.20/1.39 0.18/1.42 0.17/1.47
Size 132.5 1789.5 1942 1964
Autoreg.
(200,1000,3,5)
SP/Type II 0.95/0.06 0.67/0.43 0.62/0.46 0.67/0.44
Size 6 65 85 58.5
(200,1000,3,20)
SP/Type II 0.17/2.00 0.02/4.05 0.00/4.19 0.01/4.37
Size 422 840 848 850.5
(200,1000,0.5,5)
SP/Type II 0.79/0.28 0.53/0.67 0.42/0.83 0.51/0.77
Size 22 179.5 293 184
(200,5000,0.5,5)
SP/Type II 0.6/0.61 0.35/1.18 0.35/1.20 0.315/1.29
Size 57 937 980 1077
Equal corr.
(200,1000,3,5)
SP/Type II 0.46/0.72 0.06/1.85 0.46/0.68 0.07/1.84
Size 247 998 230 997
(200,1000,3,20)
SP/Type II 0.00/6.09 0.00/10.66 0.00/5.73 0.00/10.86
Size 909.5 1000 863.5 1000
(200,1000,0.5,5)
SP/Type II 0.16/1.38 0.05/2.06 0.17/1.47 0.03/2.08
Size 577 969 589 957
(200,5000,0.5,5)
SP/Type II 0.07/2.00 0.00/2.65 0.06/2.03 0.00/2.72
Size 2600.5 4856 2689.5 4844.5
Two factors
(200,1000,3,5)
SP/Type II 0.93/0.09 0.16/1.83 0.62/0.47 0.17/1.82
Size 6 690.5 88.5 687.5
(200,1000,3,20)
SP/Type II 0.21/2.03 0.01/11.06 0.02/3.99 0.01/11.08
Size 454 988.5 832.5 983.5
(200,1000,0.5,5)
SP/Type II 0.73/0.43 0.17/1.94 0.38/1.06 0.16/1.95
Size 43.5 674.5 387 678
(200,5000,0.5,5)
SP/Type II 0.47/0.89 0.08/2.46 0.28/1.45 0.07/2.49
Size 274 3592.5 1382 3633
Experiment 3: Sensitivity to tuning parameters.. We study how the perfor-
mance of FA-CAR changes as the tuning parameters (K, δ,m) vary. We fix
(n, p, η, s) = (200, 1000, 0.5, 5), and focus on the autoregressive designs and
two-factor designs. We implement FA-CAR for K ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, m ∈ {2, 3}
and δ ∈ {.2, .25, .3, .35, · · · , .9}. The results are shown in Figures 4; to save
space, we only report the sure screening probability (SP). We also report
the computing time for different values of δ in Figure 5.
Choice of K. The top two panels of Figure 4 suggest that overshooting of
K makes almost no difference in the performance, but undershooting of K
could render the performance worse (e.g., K = 1 for the two factors design).
Even with an undershooting K, FA-CAR still significantly outperforms MR
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Fig 4. Experiment 3: sensitivity to tuning parameters. The ideal choice of K is K = 0 for
the autoregressive design and K = 2 for the two-factor design.
and RRCS, and is comparable with HOLP for a wide range of δ.
Choice of m. The bottom two panels of Figure 4 suggest that increasing
m from 2 to 3 slightly improves the performance especially when δ is small,
but we pay a price in computational cost. In general, m = 2 is a good choice.
Choice of δ. From Figure 5, smaller δ tends to yield better performance of
FA-CAR; but as long as δ < 0.5, the performance is more or less similar (and
is much better than the other methods). From Figure 5, the computing time
decreases as δ increases. Combining Figures 4-5, we find that δ = 0.5 achieves
a good balance between statistical accuracy and computational cost.
4. Extension to generalized linear models. In bioinformatics and
machine learning, it is often the case that the responses are not continuous,
and the generalized linear models (GLM) is more appropriate for modeling
the data. Consider a GLM with the canonical link: The responses y1, . . . , yn
are independent of each other, and each yi has a probability density from
the exponential family:
f(yi) = exp{yiθi − b(θi) + c(yi)}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
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Fig 5. Computing time in Experiment 3.
where b(·) and c(·) are known functions satisfying that E[yi] = b′(θi). The
parameter θi is called the canonical or natural parameter. GLM models that
θi = θi(Xi) = β0 +X
′
iβ, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The parameters β0 ∈ R and β ∈ Rp are unknown.3 Same as before, we call
a nonzero entry of β a “signal”. We are interested in ranking the variables
such that the top ranked variables contain as many signals as possible.
Marginal Ranking (MR) can be conveniently extended to GLM, where
the marginal correlation coefficients are replaced by the maximum marginal
likelihoods or maximum marginal likelihood estimators (Fan, Samworth and
Wu, 2009; Fan and Song, 2010). With similar ideas, FA-CAR can also be
extended to GLM.
Write X = [X1, . . . , Xn]
′ = [x1, . . . , xp]. Our main ideas are as follows:
• In the FA step, we run SVD on X and obtain X˜ = [x˜1, . . . , x˜p] same
as before. We then treat the left singular vectors uˆ1, . . . , uˆK as “con-
founding” variables and create a new GLM, where the response y is
the same but the variables are uˆ1, . . . , uˆK , x˜1, . . . , x˜p.
• In the CAR step, we construct the graph Gδ same as before. We then
modify the scores Tj|I using some local log-likelihood ratios and com-
bine these modified Tj|I ’s to get T ∗j similarly as before.
We now describe the GLM version of FA-CAR. In the FA step, let X =∑n
k=1 σˆkuˆkvˆ
′
k be the SVD of X and define
(4.1) X˜ = X −
K∑
k=1
σˆkuˆkvˆ
′
k.
3We can also add a dispersion parameter σ2 and all the results continue to hold.
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Write Uˆ = [uˆ1, · · · , uˆK ]. Let Uˆ ′i and X˜ ′i be the i-th row of Uˆ and X˜, respec-
tively, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We consider a new GLM where y1, . . . , yn are independent
and each yi has the probability density
(4.2) f(yi) = exp{yiθ˜i − b(θ˜i) + c(yi)}, θ˜i = β0 + Uˆ ′iα+ X˜ ′iβ.
The log-likelihood of the new GLM is
`(β0, β; y, X˜, Uˆ) =
n∑
i=1
[(
β0 + Uˆ
′
iα+ X˜
′
iβ
)
yi − b
(
β0 + Uˆ
′
iα+ X˜
′
iβ
)
+ c(yi)
]
.
In the special case of linear models (we assume β0 = 0), Model (4.2) becomes
y = Uˆα+ X˜β+N (0, In). Since α ∈ RK is low-dimensional and the columns
of Uˆ are orthogonal to the columns of X˜, we can regress y on Uˆ only to get
the least-squares estimator αˆols and subtract Uˆ αˆols from y. This gives y˜. So
we have recovered Model (1.4).
In the CAR step, we introduce a “local log-likelihood” for each subset
V ⊂ {1, . . . , p}:
`(α, β0, βV ; y, X˜, Uˆ) =
n∑
i=1
[(
β0+Uˆ
′
iα+X˜
′
i,V βV
)
yi−b
(
β0+Uˆ
′
iα+X˜
′
i,V βV
)
+c(yi)
]
,
where X˜i,V is obtained from restricting X˜i to the coordinates in V . Define
the maximum partial log-likelihood as
ˆ`
V (y, X˜, Uˆ) = max
α,β0,βV
`(α, β0, βV ; y, X˜, Uˆ).
This quantity ˆ`V (y, X˜, Uˆ) serves as a counterpart of ‖PV y˜‖2 in the case of
linear models. We then introduce a counterpart of Tj|I for GLM:
(4.3) T glmj|I = ˆ`I(y; X˜, Uˆ)− ˆ`I\{j}(y, X˜, Uˆ).
Let Gδ and Aδ,j(m) be the same as in (1.5) and (1.6). The final scores are
(4.4) T ∗j = max
{
T glmj|I : I ∈ Aδ,j(m)
}
.
We use a numerical example to compare FA-CAR with two GLM versions
of MR: MR-1 (Fan, Samworth and Wu, 2009) uses the maximum marginal
likelihood estimator to rank variables, and MR-2 (Fan and Song, 2010) uses
the maximum marginal log-likelihood to rank variables. We are not aware
of any direct extensions of HOLP and RRCS for GLM, so we omit the
comparison with them. Fixing (n, p, η, s) = (200, 1000, 3, 5), we generate the
designs similarly as in Section 3 and generate binary yi’s using the logistic
regression setting. In Table 3, we report the performance of three methods,
where the measures are the same as those in Experiment 2 in Section 3. It
suggests a significant advantage of FA-CAR over the other two methods.
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Table 3
Comparison of ranking methods for the logistic regression. The measures, SP, Type II,
and Size, are defined the same as those in Table 2.
Designs Measure
Method
FA-CAR MR-1 MR-2
Tridiagonal
SP/Type II 0.87/0.15 0.49/0.62 0.49/0.62
Size 13 225 226.5
Autoregressive
SP/Type II 0.84/0.20 0.55/0.59 0.55/0.59
Size 11.5 160 159.5
Equal corr.
SP/Type II 0.26/1.10 0.05/2.03 0.05/2.02
Size 510 977 980
Two factors
SP/Type II 0.86/0.22 0.13/1.95 0.13/1.94
Size 22 709.5 707.5
5. Discussions. We propose a two-step method FA-CAR for variable
ranking. The FA step uses PCA to create a new linear model with a sparse
Gram matrix, and the CAR step exploits local covariate structures for vari-
able ranking. Compared with the popular Marginal Ranking methods which
completely ignore covariate structures, FA-CAR shows an advantage in both
theory and numerical performance. At the same time, FA-CAR keeps some
nice properties of MR, such as being easy to use, computationally fast, and
easily extendable.
The variable ranking is often a critical “first step” for statistical analysis.
Once we have good rankings scores for variables, we can proceed to other
tasks such as deciding a proper cut-off, performing careful variable selection,
and conducting follow-up lab experiments. In genetic and genomic applica-
tions, the first step of ranking often has a huge impact on the final outcomes
(Chen et al., 2007). Therefore, we believe that FA-CAR has a great potential
for real applications.
Our work is motivated by improving Marginal Ranking and is connected
to the literatures on marginal screening (e.g., Fan et al. (2016); Li, Zhong
and Zhu (2012); Song, Yi and Zou (2014); Xue and Zou (2011)). The ranking
problem is especially interesting and challenging when the signals and noise
are merely inseparable, so our work is on a high level connected to the
literatures on global testing (e.g., Ji and Zhao (2014); Chen and Qin (2010)).
FA-CAR can be used as a variable selection method if combined with a
proper threshold on the scores and a good post-screening cleaning methods.
If we combine FA-CAR with the covariate-assisted cleaning method in Ke,
Jin and Fan (2014), we conjecture that it achieves the optimal rate of con-
vergence of the Hamming selection errors for the approximate factor designs
considered in this paper. The study of Hamming errors requires substantial
efforts, and we leave it for future work.
It is an interesting yet open question how to control the family-wise error
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rate and false discovery rate (FDR) based on FA-CAR scores. One possible
approach is to compute the p-values associated with these scores using the
theoretical or bootstrap null distributions and plug them into existing FDR
controlling procedures. Another possibility is to borrow the recent ideas of
controlling FDR directly in the variable selection procedure (Barber and
Cande`s, 2015). We leave such investigations for future work.
We have introduced an extension of FA-CAR to generalized linear models.
This GLM version has nice numerical performance. It is of great interest to
study its theoretical properties in the future work.
6. Proofs.
6.1. Proof of Lemma 1. We shall prove the following lemma, and Lemma 1
follows immediately.
Lemma 6. Suppose the conditions of Lemma 1 hold. For all methods,
η∗(ϑ, r, h) = 1−min{ϑ, q∗(ϑ, r, h)},
where (notation: a2+ = max{a, 0}2 for any a ∈ R)
q∗LSR(ϑ, r, h) = (
√
(1− h2)r −√1− ϑ)2+,
q∗MR(ϑ, r, h) =
{
(
√
r −√1− ϑ)2+, ϑ ≥ 1/2,
min
{
(
√
r −√1− ϑ)2+,
(
(1− |h|)√r −√1− 2ϑ)2
+
}
, ϑ < 1/2,
q∗CAR(ϑ, r, h) =
{
(
√
r −√1− ϑ)2+, ϑ ≥ 1/2,
min
{
(
√
r −√1− ϑ)2+,
(√
(1− h2)r −√1− 2ϑ)2
+
}
, ϑ < 1/2.
We now prove Lemma 6. Consider using tp(q) = 2qσ
2 log(p) to threshold
(6.1) n−1|(xj , y)|2 in MR, T ∗j in CAR, and n(1− h2)|βˆolsj |2 in LSR.
We claim that, for all three methods,
(6.2) FPp(tp(q)) = Lpp
1−ρ1(q;ϑ,r,h), FNp(tp(q)) = Lpp1−ρ2(q;ϑ,r,h),
where the exponents are
ρMR1 (q) = ρ
CAR
1 (q) = min{q, ϑ+ (
√
q − |h|√r)2+},
ρLSR1 (q) = q,
ρMR2 (q) = min{ϑ+ (
√
r −√q)2+, 2ϑ+ [(1− |h|)
√
r −√q]2+},
ρCAR2 (q) = min{ϑ+ (
√
r −√q)2+, 2ϑ+ [
√
(1− h2)r −√q]2+},
ρLSR2 (q) = ϑ+ (
√
(1− h2)r −√q)2+.
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Given (6.2), for each of the three methods, the quantity q∗ = q∗(ϑ, r, h) in
Lemma 6 is the solution of ρ2(q) = 1. As a result, FNp(tp(q)) → 0 for any
q < q∗, and FNp(tp(q))→∞ for any q > q∗. It follows that
SS∗p = sp + FPp(tp(q
∗)) = p1−ϑ + Lpp1−ρ1(q
∗) = Lpp
1−min{ϑ,q∗}.
Here the last equality comes from the expressions of ρ1(q) for all three meth-
ods. This proves Lemma 6.
It remains to prove (6.2). Let Mj be a symbol that represents the scores
in (6.1) for each method. For an even j, define the events:
Bj1 = {βj−1 = 0, βj 6= 0,Mj < tp(q)}, Bj2 = {βj−1 6= 0, βj 6= 0,Mj < tp(q)},
Dj1 = {βj−1 = 0, βj = 0,Mj > tp(q)}, Dj2 = {βj−1 6= 0, βj = 0,Mj > tp(q)}.
There is a false negative at location j over the events Bj1 and Bj2, and there
is a false positive over the events Dj1 and Dj2. We can similarly define these
four events for an odd j, by replacing (j − 1) by (j + 1). It is seen that
FNp(tp(q)) =
p∑
j=1
[
P(Bj1)+P(Bj2)
]
, FPp(tp(q)) =
p∑
j=1
[
P(Dj1)+P(Dj2)
]
,
Therefore, to show (6.2), it suffices to calculate the probabilities of the above
events. We only consider an even j, and the case for an odd j is similar.
First, consider MR, where the score for variable j is Mj = n
−1|(xj , y)|2.
Note that
n−1/2(x′jy) = N
(√
n(hβj−1 + βj), σ2
)
.
So Mj/σ
2 has a non-central chi-square distribution with the non-centrality
parameter equal to nσ−2|hβj−1+βj |2. On the event Bj1, nσ−2|hβj−1+βj |2 =
nσ−2β2j = 2r log(p). It follows that
P(Bj1) = p(1− p) · P
(
χ21(2r log(p)) < 2q log(p)
)
= p(1− p) · Lpp−(
√
r−√q)2+ = Lpp−ϑ−(
√
r−√q)2+ .
Here, the second equality is due to Mills’ ratio and elementary properties of
non-central chi-square distributions. On the event Bj2, if h ≥ 0,
nσ−2|hβj−1 + βj |2 =
{
(1 + |h|)2 · 2r log(p), if sign(βj−1) = sign(βj),
(1− |h|)2 · 2r log(p), if sign(βj−1) 6= sign(βj).
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If h < 0, we have similar results except that the two cases swap. As a result,
P(Bj2) = (2p/2) · P
(
χ21
(
2r(1 + |h|)2 log(p)) < 2q log(p))
+ (2p/2) · P
(
χ21
(
2r(1− |h|)2 log(p)) < 2q log(p))
= Lpp
−2ϑ−[(1+|h|)√r−√q]2+ + Lpp−2ϑ−[(1−|h|)
√
r−√q]2+
= Lpp
−2ϑ−[(1−|h|)√r−√q]2+ .
Combining the above results, we have found that
FNp(tp(q)) =
p∑
j=1
Lpp
−min{ϑ+(√r−√q)2+, 2ϑ+[(1−|h|)√r−√q]2+} = Lpp1−ρMR2 (q).
Similarly, on the event Dj1, nσ
−2|hβj−1 + βj |2 = 0, and on the event Dj2,
nσ−2|hβj−1 + βj |2 = h2 · 2r log(p). We then have
P(Dj1) = (1− p)2 · P
(
χ21(0) > 2q log(p)
)
= Lpp
−q,
P(Dj2) = p(1− p) · P
(
χ21(2rh
2 log(p)) > 2q log(p)
)
= Lpp
−ϑ−(√q−|h|√r)2+ .
As a result,
FPp(tp(q)) =
p∑
j=1
Lpp
−min{q, ϑ+(√q−|h|√r)2+} = Lpp1−ρMR1 (q).
Next, consider LSR. The score Mj = n(1 − h2)|βˆolsj |2. The least squares
estimator satisfies that βˆ = (X ′X)−1X ′y ∼ N (β, n−1σ2Θ−1). Here, Θ is
blockwise diagonal with two-by-two blocks. We immediately have
βˆolsj ∼ N
(
βj ,
σ2
n(1− h2)
)
.
So Mj/σ
2 has a non-central chi-square distribution with the non-centrality
parameter n(1 − h2)σ−2β2j . On both of the events Bj1 and Bj2, the non-
centrality parameter is equal to (1− h2) · 2r log(p); it is easy to see that the
probability of Bj1 dominates. It follows that
FNp(tp(q)) = Lp
p∑
j=1
P(Bj1) = Lppp · P
(
χ21(2r(1− h2) log(p)) < 2q log(p)
)
= Lpp
1−ϑ−(
√
(1−h2)r−√q)2+ = Lpp1−ρ
LSR
2 (q).
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On both of the events Dj1 and Dj2, the non-centrality parameter is equal
to 0, and the probability of Dj1 dominates. It follows that
FPp(tp(q)) = Lp
p∑
j=1
P(Dj1) = Lpp · P
(
χ21(0) > 2q log(p)
)
= Lpp
1−q = Lpp1−ρ
LSR
1 (q).
Last, consider CAR. Note that T ∗j = max{Tj|{j}, Tj|{j−1,j}}. It is easy to
see that Tj|{j} coincides with the score in MR. To obtain the distribution of
Tj|{j−1,j}, we apply (2.12). Let η = (x′j−1y, x
′
jy)
′ and H be the two-by-two
matrix with unit diagonals and off-diagonals h. It follows from (2.12) that
Tj|{j−1,j} = n−1(η′H−1η − η21) =
1
n(1− h2)(η2 − hη1)
2.
WriteW = 1√
n(1−h2)(η2−hη1). Then, Tj|{j−1,j} = W
2. Since η ∼ N (nHβ, nH),
W ∼ N
(√
n(1− h2)βj , σ2
)
.
To summarize, we have found that
Tj|{j}/σ2 ∼ χ21
(
nσ−2|βj + hβj−1|2
)
,
Tj|{j−1,j}/σ2 ∼ χ21
(
nσ−2(1− h2)β2j
)
.(6.3)
Consider the type II errors. We use a simply fact that max{Tj|{j}, Tj|{j−1,j}} <
tp(q)) has a probability that is upper bounded by either the probability of
Tj|{j} < tp(q) or the probability of Tj|{j−1,j} < tp(q), so we can take the
minimum of these two probabilities as an upper bound. On the event Bj1,
the non-centrality parameters for the two statistics are nβ2j and n(1−h2)β2j .
Therefore, the type II error is determined by the behavior of Tj|{j}. It follows
that
P(Bj1) ≤ p(1− p) · P(Tj|{j} < tp(q))
= p(1− p) · P
(
χ21(2r log(p)) < tp(q)
)
= Lpp
−ϑ−(√r−√q)2+ .
On the event Bj2, the non-centrality parameter for Tj|{j−1,j}/σ2 is the same
as before, which is n(1− h2)σ−2β2j = (1− h2) · 2r log(p). The non-centrality
parameter for Tj|{j}/σ2 has been studied in the MR case, which is equal to
(1±|h|)2 ·2r log(p). In the case of (1+|h|)2 ·2r log(p), since (1+|h|)2 ≥ 1−h2,
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the type II error is determined by the behavior of Tj|{j}. In the case of
(1−|h|)2 · 2r log(p), since 1−h2 ≥ (1−|h|)2, the type II error is determined
by the behavior of Tj|{j−1,j}. As a result,
P(Bj2) ≤ (2p/2) · P
(
Tj|{j} < tp(q)
)
+ (2p/2) · P
(
Tj|{j−1,j} < tp(q)
)
= (2p/2) · P
(
χ21(2r(1 + |h|)2 log(p)) < tp(q)
)
+ (2p/2) · P
(
χ21(2r(1− h2) log(p)) < tp(q)
)
= Lpp
−2ϑ−[(1+|h|)√r−√q]2+ + Lpp−2ϑ−(
√
(1−h2)r−√q)2+
= Lpp
−2ϑ−(
√
(1−h2)r−√q)2+ .
Combining the above results, we have
FNp(tp(q)) =
p∑
j=1
Lpp
−min
{
ϑ+(
√
r−√q)2+, 2ϑ+(
√
(1−h2)r−√q)2
}
= Lpp
1−ρCAR2 (q).
Consider the type I errors. On the event Dj1, both non-centrality parameters
in (6.3) become 0. We then use the probability union bound to get
P(Dj1) ≤ (1− p)2 ·
[
P(Tj|{j} > tp(q)) + P(Tj|{j−1,j} > tp(q))
]
= (1− p)2 · 2P
(
χ21(0) > tp(q)
)
= Lpp
−q.
Similarly, on the event Dj2,
P(Dj2) ≤ p(1− p) ·
[
P(Tj|{j} > tp(q)) + P(Tj|{j−1,j} > tp(q))
]
= p(1− p) ·
[
P
(
χ21(2h
2r log(p)) > tp(q)
)
+ P
(
χ21(0) > tp(q)
)]
= Lpp
−ϑ−(√q−|h|√r)2+ + Lpp−ϑ−q.
It follows that
FPp(tp(q)) =
p∑
j=1
Lpp
−min{q, ϑ+(√q−|h|√r)2+} = Lpp1−ρCAR1 (q).
The proof is now complete.
6.2. Proof of Corollaries 1-2. Consider Corollary 1. It suffices to prove
(6.4) ωj(r,m) ≥ c0r, for all j ∈ S.
Once (6.4) is true, the q∗(ϑ, r,m) defined in Theorem 1 satisfies q∗(ϑ, r,m) ≥
(
√
c0r −
√
1− ϑ)2+. Then, Corollary 1 follows.
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We show (6.4). Fix j ∈ S and let Ik be the unique component of GδS
that contains j. By (2.4) and (2.6), Ik ∈ Aδ,j(m). It then follows from
(2.10) that ωj(r,m) ≥ ωj|Ik(r). Furthermore, by arguments in Lemma 8,
ωj|Ik(r) = ω
∗
j (r) + o(ω
∗
j (r)). Combining the above gives
ωj(r,m) & ω∗j (r) =
nA0j|Ik
2σ2 log(p)
β2j .
Note that A0j|Ik = G
j,j
0 −Gj,N0 (GN,N0 )−1GN,j0 , where N = Ik\{j}. We arrange
indices in Ik such that j is the first index. By the matrix inverse formula,
A0j|Ik is the inverse of the first diagonal of (G
Ik,Ik
0 )
−1. As a result,
A0j|Ik ≥ λmin(G
Ik,Ik
0 ) ≥ c0,
where the last inequality comes from G0 ∈ Mp(g, γ, c0, C0) and |Ik| ≤ `0 ≤
g. Combining it with |βj | ≥ τp gives (6.4).
Consider Corollary 2. In FA-MR, since the columns of X˜ have unequal
norms, we first normalize them: x˜∗j = (
√
n/‖x˜j‖)x˜j . We then rank variables
by the marginal correlation coefficients
|(x˜∗j , y˜)|/(x˜∗j , x˜∗j ) = n1/2|(x˜j/‖x˜j‖, y˜)| = n1/2‖P{j}y˜‖,
where we recall that P{j}y˜ is the projection of y˜ onto x˜j . So FA-MR is a
special case of FA-CAR with m = 1. The claim then follows from the fact
that ωj(r,m) is a monotone increasing function of m.
6.3. Proof of Lemma 2. Without loss of generality, we assume v′1vˆ1 ≥ 0.
By definition, Θvˆ1 = λˆ1vˆ1, where Θ = λ1v1v
′
1 +G0. It follows that
(6.5) λ1(v
′
1vˆ1)v1 +G0vˆ1 = λˆ1vˆ1.
By Weyl’s inequality, |λˆ1 − λ1| ≤ ‖G0‖ ≤ ‖G0‖∞ ≤ λ1/3. As a result,
(6.6) (2/3)λ1 ≤ λˆ1 ≤ (4/3)λ1.
In particular, the minimum eigenvalue of λˆ1Ip − G0 is lower bounded by
(2/3)λ1−‖G0‖ ≥ λ1/3. So (λˆ1Ip−G0) is always positive definite. So we can
solve from (6.5) to get
(6.7) vˆ1 = (Ip − λˆ−11 G0)−1 ·
λ1(v
′
1vˆ1)
λˆ1
v1.
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We now show the claim. Write ∆ = (Ip−λˆ−11 G0)−1−Ip and  = λ1(v
′
1vˆ1)
λˆ1
−1.
We have
‖vˆ1 − v1‖∞ =
∥∥(Ip + ∆)(1 + )v1 − v1∥∥∞
≤ ‖∆v1‖∞ + ‖v1 + ∆v1‖∞
≤ ‖∆‖∞‖v1‖∞ + || ·
(‖v1‖∞ + ‖∆‖∞‖v1‖∞).(6.8)
First, we bound ‖∆‖∞. Since (∆ + Ip)(Ip − λˆ−11 G0) = Ip, we have
∆ = λˆ−11 G0 + ∆λˆ
−1
1 G0.
Using the triangular inequality, ‖∆‖∞ ≤ λˆ−11 ‖G0‖∞ + ‖∆‖∞λˆ−11 ‖G0‖∞. It
follows that
‖∆‖∞ ≤ λˆ
−1
1 ‖G0‖∞
1− λˆ−11 ‖G0‖∞
.
By assumption, ‖G0‖∞ ≤ λ1/3; by (6.6), λˆ−1 ≤ 32λ−11 . So the denominator
1− λˆ−11 ‖G0‖∞ ≥ 1/2. It follows that
(6.9) ‖∆‖∞ ≤ 3λ−11 ‖G0‖∞.
Next, we bound ||. Note that
|| = |λ1(v
′
1vˆ1)
λˆ1
− 1| ≤ |1− λ1
λˆ1
|+ λ1
λˆ1
· |1− v′1vˆ1| ≤
3
2
‖G0‖
λ1
+
3
2
|1− v′1vˆ1|,
where we use |λˆ1 − λ1| ≤ ‖G0‖ and (6.6) in the last inequality. We now
consider |1 − v′1vˆ1|. Multiplying both sides of (6.5) by vˆ′1 from the left, we
get λ1(v
′
1vˆ1)
2 + vˆ′1G0vˆ1 = λˆ1. So
(v′1vˆ1)
2 =
λˆ1
λ1
− vˆ
′
1G0vˆ1
λ1
.
As a result,
|1− v′1vˆ1| ≤ 1− (v′1vˆ1)2 ≤ |1−
λˆ1
λ1
|+ |vˆ
′
1G0vˆ1|
λ1
≤ ‖G0‖
λ1
+
‖G0‖
λ1
= 2
‖G0‖
λ1
.
Combining the above gives
(6.10) || ≤ 9
2
λ−11 ‖G0‖ ≤
9
2
λ−11 ‖G0‖∞.
We plug (6.9)-(6.10) into (6.8), and use ‖G0‖∞ ≤ λ1/3. It yields
‖vˆ1−v1‖∞ ≤ ‖v1‖∞
(
3‖G0‖∞
λ1
+
9‖G0‖∞
2λ1
(1 +
3‖G0‖∞
λ1
)
)
≤ 12‖v1‖∞‖G0‖∞
λ1
.
This proves the claim.
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6.4. Proof of Theorem 2. As preparation, we introduce v˜k, defined in
(6.12), as a counterpart of vˆk for 1 ≤ k ≤ K. By Weyl’s inequality, for any
1 ≤ k ≤ K, |λˆk − λk| ≤ ‖G0‖ ≤ ‖G0‖∞ ≤ C−11 λK ≤ C−11 λk. It follows that
(6.11)
C1 − 1
C1
λk ≤ λˆk ≤ C1 + 1
C1
λk
Write Λ = diag(λ1, · · · , λK) and Λˆ = diag(λˆ1, · · · , λˆK). Recall that V =
[v1, · · · , vK ] and Vˆ = [vˆ1, · · · , vˆK ]. By definition,
λˆkvˆk = Θvˆk = (V ΛV
′ +G0)vˆk,
which implies (λˆkIp − G0)vˆk = V ΛV ′vˆk. By (6.11), (λˆkIp − G0) is positive
definite. Hence,
(6.12) vˆk = (Ip − λˆ−1k G0)−1v˜k, where v˜k ≡ λˆ−1k (V ΛV ′)vˆk.
Write V˜ = [v˜1, · · · , v˜K ].
We now show the first claim about ‖Vˆ Vˆ ′ − V V ′‖max. It is seen that
‖Vˆ Vˆ ′−V V ′‖max ≤ ‖Vˆ Vˆ ′ − V˜ V˜ ′‖max + ‖V˜ V˜ ′ − V V ′‖max
≤
K∑
k=1
‖vˆkvˆ′k − v˜kv˜′k‖max + ‖V˜ V˜ ′ − V V ′‖max ≡ I + II.(6.13)
First, we bound I. For 1 ≤ k ≤ K, letting ∆k = (Ip − λˆ−1k G0)−1 − Ip, we
have ‖vˆk − v˜k‖∞ ≤ ‖∆k‖∞‖v˜k‖∞ and
‖vˆkvˆ′k − v˜kv˜′k‖max ≤ ‖vˆk − v˜k‖2∞ + 2‖vˆk − v˜k‖∞‖v˜k‖∞
≤ ‖v˜k‖2∞(‖∆k‖2∞ + 2‖∆k‖∞)(6.14)
We consider ‖∆k‖∞ and ‖v˜k‖∞ separately. Observing that ∆k = λˆ−1k G0 +
∆kλˆ
−1
1 G0, we apply the triangle inequality to get ‖∆k‖∞ ≤ λˆ−1k ‖G0‖∞ +
‖∆k‖∞λˆ−1k ‖G0‖∞. By (6.11) and the assumption, λˆ−1k ‖G0‖∞ ≤ C1C1−1λ−1k ‖G0‖∞ ≤
1
C1−1 . It follows that
‖∆‖∞ ≤ λˆ
−1
k ‖G0‖∞
1− λˆ−1k ‖G0‖∞
≤ C1 − 1
C1 − 2
‖G0‖∞
λˆk
≤ C1
C1 − 2
‖G0‖∞
λk
.
Recalling that v˜k = λˆ
−1
k V ΛV
′vˆk, we have ‖v˜k‖∞ ≤ λˆ−1k ‖V ‖max‖ΛV ′vˆk‖1 ≤
λˆ−1k ‖V ‖max ·
√
K‖ΛV ′vˆk‖. Since ‖V ‖ = 1 and ‖vˆk‖ = 1, ‖ΛV ′vˆk‖ ≤ λ1. It
follows that
‖v˜k‖∞ ≤
√
K
(λ1
λˆk
)
‖V ‖max ≤
√
K
C1
C1 − 1
(λ1
λk
)
‖V ‖max.
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Combining the above with (6.14) and noting that ‖∆k‖2∞ ≤ C‖∆k‖∞, we
find that
(6.15) ‖vˆkvˆ′k − v˜kv˜′k‖max ≤ Cλ−1k
(λ1
λk
)2‖V ‖2max‖G0‖∞.
We then bound II. It is seen that
V˜ V˜ ′ − V V ′ =
K∑
k=1
λˆ−2k V ΛV
′vˆkvˆ′kV ΛV
′ − V V ′
= V ΛV ′Vˆ Λˆ−2Vˆ ′V ΛV ′ − V V ′
= V (M ′M − IK)V ′, where M ≡ Λˆ−1Vˆ ′V Λ.(6.16)
We now derive a bound for ‖M ′M − IK‖. By definition,
(V ΛV ′ +G0)Vˆ = ΘVˆ = Vˆ Λˆ.
Multiplying both sides by V ′ from the left and noting that V ′V = Vˆ Vˆ ′ = IK ,
we find that Λ(V ′Vˆ ) + V ′G0Vˆ = (V ′Vˆ )Λˆ. This yields an equation for Vˆ ′V :
(Vˆ ′V )Λ = Λˆ(Vˆ ′V )− Vˆ ′G0V.
As a result, we can write
(6.17) M = Λˆ−1
[
Λˆ(Vˆ ′V )− Vˆ ′G0V
]
= Vˆ ′V − Λˆ−1(Vˆ ′G0V ).
Write B = −Λˆ−1(Vˆ ′G0V ). It follows from (6.17) that
‖M ′M − IK‖ = ‖(Vˆ ′V +B)′(Vˆ ′V +B)− IK‖
≤ ‖V ′Vˆ Vˆ ′V − IK‖+ 2‖B‖‖V ′Vˆ ‖+ ‖B‖2
≤ ‖V ′(Vˆ Vˆ ′ − V V ′)V ‖+ (2‖B‖+ ‖B‖2)
≤ ‖Vˆ Vˆ ′ − V V ′‖+ (2‖B‖+ ‖B‖2),
where the third inequality is because ‖V ′Vˆ ‖ ≤ 1 and V ′V = IK . Apply-
ing the sine-theta theorem (Davis and Kahan, 1970), we obtain ‖Vˆ Vˆ ′ −
V V ′‖ ≤ ‖G0‖λK−‖G0‖ . Combining it with ‖G0‖ ≤ C
−1
1 λK gives ‖Vˆ Vˆ ′ − V V ′‖ ≤
C1
C1−1λ
−1
K ‖G0‖. Moreover, ‖B‖ ≤ λˆ−1K ‖G0‖ ≤ C1C1−1λ−1K ‖G0‖ by (6.11). We
plug these results into the above inequality and find that
(6.18) ‖M ′M − IK‖ ≤ Cλ−1K ‖G0‖.
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Combining (6.18) with (6.16) gives
‖V˜ V˜ ′ − V V ′‖max ≤ ‖V (M ′M − IK)‖∞‖V ′‖max
≤ K
√
K‖M ′M − IK‖‖V ‖2max
≤ Cλ−1K ‖G0‖‖V ‖2max.(6.19)
We plug (6.15) and (6.19) into (6.13), and note that ‖G0‖ ≤ ‖G0‖∞ and
λk ≥ λK for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K. It follows that
‖Vˆ Vˆ ′ − V V ′‖max ≤ C2λ−1K
( λ1
λK
)2‖V ‖2max‖G0‖∞
This proves the first claim.
We then show the second claim about ‖G−G0‖max. Note that
‖G−G0‖max = ‖Vˆ ΛˆVˆ ′ − V ΛV ′‖max
≤ ‖Vˆ ΛˆVˆ ′ − V˜ ΛˆV˜ ′‖max + ‖V˜ ΛˆV˜ ′ − V ΛV ′‖max
≤
K∑
k=1
λˆk‖vˆkvˆ′k − v˜kv˜′k‖max + ‖V˜ ΛˆV˜ ′ − V ΛV ′‖max
≤ C
K∑
k=1
(λ1
λk
)
‖V ‖2max‖G0‖∞ + ‖V˜ ΛˆV˜ ′ − V ΛV ′‖max,(6.20)
where we have used (6.15) and (6.11) in the last inequality. It remains to
bound ‖V˜ ΛˆV˜ ′ − V ΛV ′‖max. We recall the definition of v˜k in (6.12) and M
in (6.16). By direct calculations,
‖V˜ ΛˆV˜ ′ − V ΛV ′‖max =
∥∥ K∑
k=1
λˆ−1k (V ΛV
′)vˆkvˆ′k(V ΛV
′)− V ΛV ′∥∥
max
= ‖V ΛV ′(Vˆ Λˆ−1Vˆ ′)V ΛV ′ − V ΛV ′‖max
= ‖V Λ(V ′Vˆ M)V ′ − V ΛV ′‖max
≤ K
√
K‖V ‖2max‖Λ‖‖V ′Vˆ M − IK‖.
By (6.17), M = Vˆ ′V +B, where B = −Λˆ−1(Vˆ ′G0V ). In the proof of (6.18),
we have seen that ‖Vˆ Vˆ ′− V V ′‖ ≤ C1C1−1λ−1K ‖G0‖ and ‖B‖ ≤ C1C1−1λ−1K ‖G0‖.
It follows that
‖V ′Vˆ M−IK‖ = ‖(V ′Vˆ Vˆ ′V − IK) + V ′Vˆ B‖
≤ ‖Vˆ Vˆ ′ − V V ′‖+ ‖B‖ ≤ Cλ−1K ‖G0‖.
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Combining the above gives
(6.21) ‖V˜ ΛˆV˜ ′ − V ΛV ′‖max ≤ C
(λ1
λk
)
‖V ‖2max‖G0‖
We plug (6.21) into (6.20), and note that ‖G0‖ ≤ ‖G0‖∞ and λk ≥ λK for
all 1 ≤ k ≤ K. It yields that
‖G−G0‖max ≤ C ′2
(λ1
λk
)2‖V ‖2max‖G0‖∞.
This proves the second claim.
6.5. Proof of Lemma 3. By (2.3) and Weyl’s inequality, we know
σˆ2K/n ≥ λK − ‖G0‖  log(p) σˆ2K+1/n ≤ ‖G0‖  log(p)
and hence Kˆp = K where Kˆp is defined in (2.5).
For any 1 ≤ i ≤ K and 1 ≤ j ≤ p, since Θ(j, j) = G0(j, j)+
∑K
k=1 λkvk(j)
2 =
1, we have
λKvi(j)
2 ≤ λivi(j)2 ≤
K∑
k=1
λkvk(j)
2 = 1−G0(j, j) ≤ 1
and hence by (2.3), we have
max
1≤k≤K
‖vk‖2∞ ≤ λ−1K = o(1/max{sp, log(p)})
Then we can get the desired result by directly applying Theorem 2.
6.6. Proof of Lemma 4. We give several technical lemmas that are used
frequently in the main proofs. Lemma 7 gives the exact distribution of the
statistic Tj|I . Lemma 8 implies that, if we replace Gδ0,S with GδS in the def-
inition of ωj|I(r), the resulting change is negligible. Lemma 9 shows that
those small entries of G (recall that G is the Gram matrix of model (1.4))
has negligible effects on screening. In this section, we write G(j, j) = Gj,j
and G{j},N = Gj,N for notation convenience, similarly for Gj,j0 and G
j,N
0 .
Lemma 7. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, for I ⊂ {1, · · · , p} such
that |I| ≤ g and any j ∈ I, Tj|I has the same distribution as W 2, where
W ∼ N (w, σ2),
w = n1/2A
1/2
j|I
[
βj +A
−1
j|I(G
j,IcβI
c −Gj,N (GN,N )−1GN,IcβIc)
]
,
and Aj|I = Gj,j −Gj,N (GN,N )−1GN,j with N = I \ {j}.
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If there is an edge between i and j in Gδ, then |G0(i, j)| ≥ |G(i, j)| −
‖G − G0‖max ≥ δ − o(δp) & 1.01δp, where we have used Lemma 3 and the
assumption (2.6). So there must be an edge between i and j in Gδ0 . In other
words, GδS is a subgraph of Gδ0,S by removing some edges. Fix j ∈ S and
I ⊂ I(j) where I(j) is the unique component of Gδ0,S that contains j. We
introduce a counterpart of ωj|I(r) in (2.9) when I ⊂ GδS :
ω˜j|I(r) =
nAj|I
2σ2 log(p)
{
βj +A
−1
j|I [G
j,F −Gj,N (GN,N )−1GN,F ]βF
}2
.
where Aj|I = Gj,j −Gj,N (GN,N )−1GN,j with N = I \ {j} and F = I(j) \ I.
Lemma 8. Under conditions of Theorem 1. For any j ∈ S, if I(j), the
unique component of Gδ0,S that contains j, has a size ≤ g, then for any
I ⊂ I(j) we have A0j|I ≥ c0 and |A0j|I − Aj|I∩GδS | = o(δp). Moreover, if
I ⊂ GδS then |ω˜j|I(r)− ωj|I(r)|/ωj|I(r) = o(1).
Lemma 9. Define the matrix Gδ ∈ Rp,p by Gδ(i, j) = G(i, j)1{|G(i, j)| >
δ} for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p. Under conditions of Theorem 1, for any I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , p}
and J ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , p},∥∥(GI,J − (Gδ)I,J )βJ ∥∥∞ ≤ C (log(p)−(1−γ) + sp‖G−G0‖max) τp = o(τp).
Now we prove Lemma 4. We denote I(j) as Ik for some 1 ≤ k ≤ M . We
know by Lemma 7 that Tj|I ∼ N 2(w1, σ2) where
w1 = n
1/2A
1/2
j|I
(
βj +A
−1
j|Ik [G
j,F −Gj,N (GN,N )−1GN,F ]βF
)
+ I + II
and
I = n1/2A
−1/2
j|I G
j,IckβI
c
k , II = −n1/2A−1/2j|Ik G
j,N (GN,N )−1GN,I
c
kβI
c
k
It’s easy to see that there exists a constant C such that ‖Gj,N (GN,N )−1‖∞ ≤
C. By definition of Ik and the fact that GδS ⊂ Gδ0,S , we know (Gδ)Ik,I
c
kβIck = 0
where Gδ is defined in Lemma 9. Hence we have
GIk,I
c
kβI
c
k = (Gβ)Ik −GIk,IkβIk =
(
GIk,I
c
k − (Gδ)Ik,Ick
)
βI
c
k
By Lemma 9, we know
‖GIk,IckβIck‖∞ = ‖(Gβ)Ik −GIk,IkβIk‖∞ = o(τp) = o(n−1/2
√
log(p))
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which suggests that
max{|I|, |II|} = o(
√
log(p))
By Lemma 8, we know
w1 = σ
√
2 log(p)ω˜j|I(r) + o(
√
log(p)) = σ
√
2 log(p)ωj|I(r) + o(
√
log(p))
which implies Lemma 4.
6.7. Proof of Theorem 5. For any j ∈ S and any I ∈ Aδ,j(m) with
I ⊂ I(j), we know by Lemma 4 and Mill’s ratio,
P (Tj|I ≤ tp(q)) . P
(
|N (
√
2ωj|I(r)σ2 log(p), σ2)| ≤
√
2qσ2 log(p)
)
≤ P
(
N (0, 1) ≥
√
2ωj|I(r) log(p)−
√
2q log(p)
)
≤ Lpp−[(
√
ωj|I(r)−√q)+]2
which implies that
P (T ∗j ≤ tp(q)) ≤ minI∈Aδ,j(m),I⊂I(j)
P (Tj|I ≤ tp(q)) ≤ Lpp−[(
√
ωj(r,m)−√q)+]2
Therefore, we get
E(|S \ Sˆ(q)|) =
∑
j∈S
P (T ∗j ≤ tp(q)) ≤ Lp
∑
j∈S
p−[(
√
ωj(r,m)−√q)+]2
Now we look at the second term. Recall Gδ defined in Lemma 9. We show
that each row of Gδ has at most C(log(p))γ nonzeros for some constant C.
For any 1 ≤ i ≤ p, suppose there are Ki nonzeros at ith row of Gδ. By
Lemma 3, when p is sufficiently large ‖G−G0‖max ≤ δ/2. Hence we have
C0 ≥
p∑
j=1
|G0(i, j)|γ =
p∑
j=1
|G(i, j)− (G(i, j)−G0(i, j))|γ ≥ Ki(δ − δ/2)γ
which implies that
Ki ≤ C0(δ/2)−γ ≤ C(log(p))γ
By a classical result in graph theory (Frieze and Molloy, 1999), we have
for any 1 ≤ j ≤ p,
(6.22) |Aδ,j(m+ 1)| ≤ (m+ 1)(emax
i
Ki)
m ≤ C(log(p))γm
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Define
S∗δ (m) = {1 ≤ j ≤ p : j is connected to S through a path of length ≤ m in Gδ}
For j ∈ S∗δ (m), we know there exists a node i ∈ S ∩ I for some I ∈
Aδ,j(m+ 1). This implies that j ∈ I ∈ Aδ,j(m+ 1). Hence we have
|S∗δ (m)| ≤
∑
i∈S
m|Aδ,j(m)| ≤ Csp(log(p))γm
For j 6∈ S∗δ (m) and any Aδ,j(m), by Lemma 7 we can write Tj|I = W 2
where W ∼ N (w, σ2) and
w = n1/2A
−1/2
j|I G
j,IcβI
c − n1/2A−1/2j|I Gj,N (GN,N )−1GN,I
c
βI
c
By definition of S∗δ (m), we know (G
δ)I,IcβIc = (Gδ)I,SβS = 0. By Lemma 9
we have
‖GI,IcβIc‖∞ = ‖
(
GI,I
c − (Gδ)I,Ic
)
βI
c‖∞ = o(τp)
which implies that w = o(n1/2τp) = o(
√
log(p)). Hence we have
Tj|I ∼ σ2χ21 (o(log(p)))
which suggests
P (Tj|I > tp(q)) ≤ P
(
N (0, 1) >
√
2q log(p)− o(
√
log(p))
)
. Lpp−q
Hence by union bound, we have
P (T ∗j > tp(q)) ≤
∑
I∈Aδ,j(m)
P (Tj|I > tp(q)) ≤ Lpp−q|Aδ,j(m)| ≤ Lpp−q
Therefore, we have
E(|Sˆ(q)|) =
∑
j∈S∗δ (m)
P (T ∗j > tp(q)) +
∑
j 6∈S∗δ (m)
P (T ∗j > tp(q))
≤ |S∗δ (m)|+ p · Lpp−q
≤ Csp(log(p))γm + Lpp1−q
which proves the theorem.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF SECONDARY LEMMAS
A.1. Proof of Lemma 7. We need some preparations. First, we show
that
(A.1) Aj|I ≥ νmin(GI,I) & c0,
so that Aj|I is always positive. A helpful result is the matrix blockwise
inverse fomular[
A B
C D
]−1
=
[
A−1 +A−1BMCA−1 −A−1BM
−MCA−1 M
]
=
[
A−1 0
0 0
]
+
[
B
−I
]
M
[
C −I] ,
with M = (D − CA−1B)−1. Without loss of generality, we assume j is the
first index in I. Applying the above formula, we see that (Aj|I)−1 is the
(1, 1)-th entry of (GI,I)−1. It follows that Aj|I ≥ νmin(GI,I). Since |I| ≤ g,
it suffices to show that ν∗g (G) & c0 where ν∗g (G) is the same as in Section 2.1.
For any g × g matrix E˜ which is a principal submatrix of G, let E0 be the
corresponding principal submatrix of G0. We know νmin(E0) ≥ c0. By Weyl’s
inequality and Lemma 3,
|νmin(E˜)− νmin(E0)| ≤ ‖E˜ − E0‖2 ≤ g‖E˜ − E0‖max = o(1/ log(p))
which implies that νmin(E˜) & c0 and hence ν∗g (G) & c0 as p goes to infinity.
Second, we introduce y1 = X˜
′y˜ and show that
(A.2) y1 ∼ N (nGβ, σ2nG).
Since y˜ ∼ N (X˜β, σ2H) where H = In −
∑K
k=1 uˆkuˆ
′
k, we have y1 = X˜
′y˜ ∼
N (X˜ ′X˜β, σ2X˜ ′HX˜). Noting that X˜ = HX and G = (1/n)X˜ ′X˜, we obtain
X˜ ′HX˜ = (HX)′H(HX) = X ′H2X = (HX)′(HX) = X˜ ′X˜ = nG. So (A.2)
follows.
We now show the claim. By definition,
Tj|I = ‖PI y˜‖2 − ‖PN y˜‖2
= y˜′X˜I
(
(X˜I)′X˜I
)−1
(X˜I)′y˜ − y˜′X˜N
(
(X˜N )′X˜N
)−1
(X˜N )′y˜
= n−1(yI1 )
′(GI,I)−1yI1 − n−1(yN1 )′(GN,N )−1yN1
= n−1(yI1 )
′
(
(GI,I)−1 −
[
(GN,N )−1 0
0 0
])
yI1
where we assume j is the last index in I for the presentation purpose.
Applying the matrix inverse formula, we obtain
(A.3) Tj|I = n−1(yI1 )
′B′A−1j|IBy
I
1 , B =
[−Gj,N (GN,N )−1, 1].
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Therefore, Tj|I = W 2 for W = n−1/2A
−1/2
j|I B(y
I
1 ).
It remains to calculate the mean and variance of W . First, by (A.2), the
variance of W is σ2A−1j|I(BG
I,IB′), where by definition of B and elementary
calculations, BGI,IB′ = Aj|I . So var(W ) = σ2. Second, it is seen that
W = n−1/2A−1/2j|I (y
j
1 −Gj,N (GN,N )−1yN1 ). It follows from (A.2) that
E[W ] = n−1/2A−1/2j|I
[
(Gβ)j −Gj,N (GN,N )−1(Gβ)N]
= n−1/2A−1/2j|I
[
Gj,IβI −Gj,N (GN,N )−1GN,IβI + rem]
= n−1/2A−1/2j|I
[
Gj,jβj +G
j,NβN −Gj,N (GN,N )−1GN,jβj −Gj,NβN + rem
]
= n−1/2A−1/2j|I
[
Aj|Iβj + rem
]
,
where rem = Gj,IcβIc −Gj,N (GN,N )−1GN,IcβIc . So E[W ] = w.
A.2. Proof of Lemma 8. Fix j and for any I ⊂ I(j) denote by I˜ =
I ∩GδS . Without loss of generality, we assume j is the first index of both sets
I and I˜. By Lemma 7, we have seen that A−1
j|I˜ equals to the (1, 1)-th entry of
(GI˜,I˜)−1; similarly, (A0j|I)
−1 equals to the (1, 1)-th entry of (GI,I0 )
−1. Since
|I| ≤ g
A0j|I ≥ λmin(GI,I0 ) ≥ ν∗g (G0) ≥ c0.
This proves the first claim.
We now show the second claim. Since both A0j|I and Aj|I˜ are upper
bounded by some constant, it suffices to show that
(A.4) |(A0j|I)−1 −A−1j|I˜ | = O(δp).
By triangular inequality,
|(A0j|I)−1 −A−1j|I˜ | = |(G
I,I
0 )
−1(1, 1)− (GI˜,I˜)−1(1, 1)|
≤ |(GI,I0 )−1(1, 1)− (GI,I)−1(1, 1)|+ |(GI,I)−1(1, 1)− (GI˜,I˜)−1(1, 1)|
≡ I + II.
Consider I. First, since |I| ≤ g, ‖GI,I − GI,I0 ‖ ≤ g‖G − G0‖max = o(δp)
by Lemma 3. Second, λmin(G
I,I
0 ) ≥ ν∗g (G0) ≥ c0. It follows that
I ≤ ‖(GI,I0 )−1 − (GI,I)−1‖ ≤ ‖(GI,I0 )−1‖‖GI,I −GI,I0 ‖‖(GI,I)−1‖
. c−20 ‖GI,I −GI,I0 ‖ = o(δp).(A.5)
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Consider II. By definition, we have I˜ ⊂ I. If I˜ = I then II = 0. Other-
wise, write N = I \ I˜ and assume w.l.o.g. that the first |I˜| indices in I are
from I˜. Since I˜ = I ∩GδS , there are no edges between nodes in N and nodes
in I˜ in the graph GδS . This implies that
‖GI˜,N‖max ≤ δ ≤ Cδp.
Introduce a blockwise diagonal matrix D = diag
(
GI˜,I˜ , GN,N
)
. It is seen that
II = |(GI,I)−1(1, 1)−D−1(1, 1)| ≤ ‖(GI,I)−1 −D−1‖
≤ ‖(GI,I)−1‖‖D−1‖‖GI,I −D‖ . c−20 ‖GI,I −D‖
= c−20
∥∥∥∥∥
[
0 GI˜,N
GN,I˜ 0
]∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ c−20 ‖GI˜,N‖ ≤ c−20 g‖GI˜,N‖max = O(δp).
(A.6)
Combining (A.5)-(A.6), we prove (A.4).
Now suppose I ⊂ GδS . We’ve shown that |Aj|I − A0j|I | = o(δp). It suffices
to show that the difference between B0 = Gj,F0 − Gj,N0 (GN,N0 )−1GN,F0 and
B = Gj,F −Gj,N (GN,N )−1GN,F is negligible. In fact, by similar argument in
(A.5) we have ‖(GI(j),I(j))−1 − (GI(j),I(j)0 )−1‖ = o(δp). Suppose w.l.o.g that
F ∪ {j} are the first several indices of I(j) where I(j) = F ∪ {j} ∪N , then
we know the inverse of B˜ = GF∪{j},F∪{j} − GF∪{j},N (GN,N )−1GN,F∪{j} is
the upper left block of (GI(j),I(j))−1, and B is a submatrix of B˜. We can
define B˜0 similarly where B0 is a submatrix of B˜0. By some simple algebra,
we get ‖B −B0‖ = o(δp)
A.3. Proof of Lemma 9. Recall that S is the support set of β and
|S| = sp. It is seen that∥∥(GI,J − (Gδ)I,J )βJ ∥∥∞ = ∥∥(GI,J∩S − (Gδ)I,J∩S)βJ∩S∥∥∞
≤ ‖GI,S − (Gδ)I,S‖∞‖βJ∩S‖∞
≤ aτp · ‖GI,S − (Gδ)I,S‖∞.
Therefore, to show the claim, it suffices to show that
(A.7) ‖GI,S − (Gδ)I,S‖∞ ≤ C
(
[log(p)]−(1−γ) + sp‖G−G0‖max
)
.
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For any 1 ≤ i ≤ p, we define Ii = {1 ≤ j ≤ p : |G(i, j)| ≤ δ}. Then,
‖GI,S − (Gδ)I,S‖∞ ≤ max
1≤i≤p
∑
j∈S
|G(i, j)−Gδ(i, j)| = max
1≤i≤p
∑
j∈S∩Ii
|G(i, j)|
≤ max
1≤i≤p
∑
j∈S∩Ii
|G0(i, j)|+ max
1≤i≤p
∑
j∈S∩Ii
|G0(i, j)−G(i, j)|
≤ max
1≤i≤p
∑
j∈S∩Ii
|G0(i, j)|+ sp‖G−G0‖max.
Therefore, to show (A.7), it suffices to show that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ p,
(A.8)
∑
j∈S∩Ii
|G0(i, j)| ≤ C[log(p)]−(1−γ).
We now show (A.8). For any j ∈ Ii, |G0(i, j)| ≤ |G(i, j)| + ‖G − G0‖max ≤
δ + ‖G−G0‖max, where δ ≤ Cδp = Cb/ log(p) by (2.6) and ‖G−G0‖max =
o(1/ log(p)) by Lemma 3. Hence, |G0(i, j)| ≤ b1/ log(p) whenever j ∈ Ii,
where b1 > 0 is a constant. We have∑
j∈S∩Ii
|G0(i, j)| ≤
∑
j∈Ii
|G0(i, j)|γ |G0(i, j)|1−γ
≤ b1−γ1 [log(p)]−(1−γ)
∑
j∈Ii
|G0(i, j)|γ
≤ b1−γ1 [log(p)]−(1−γ) · C0,
where we have used the assumption G0 ∈ Mp(g, γ, c0, C0) in the last in-
equality. This proves (A.8).
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